5 REASONS TO SWITCH TO OER TEXTBOOKS

OER Honors Your Students
By offering students a Zero-cost-textbook course, you show them how much you care about their success and their financial well-being. No student should have to graduate from community college with debt.

OER are High-Value for Zero Cost
Most OER texts and materials are written by college faculty and are peer reviewed, so it’s easy to assess the quality quickly. By using sites like MERLOT.edu or Cool4ed.edu, you can search for your subject and gather what you need.

The Ability to Adapt and Modify
Most OER can be adapted and modified to suit your needs. OER puts the personalization back into your class, because the text becomes a reflection of your teaching.

Instant Accessibility and Equity for All
OER textbooks can be integrated into your Canvas shell so students have instant accessibility to the required materials. No more worries about pending Financial Aid distribution. Students who often miss the first few assignments due to FA disbursment will have full access and inclusion in the course.

To Be a Good Human and a Great Educator
OER texts continue to be available online to students for an unlimited period. No access codes, no strings. Your students can return to the materials whenever they need.

Ready to get started? Please visit our OER Canvas site, located on the bottom left menu of your Canvas shell.

Questions? Contact your OER Coordinator: Allison Murray amurray@lbcc.edu